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It is essential to synchronize a locally generated pseudo noise (PN) code with the received one in DS/CDMA systems Proposed Algorithms Proposed Algorithms CLO ( ) CLO ( ) becomes the conventional algorithm for slow fading, such that the fading remains constant during the dwell time includes as a special case corresponding to slow fading
Based on the maximum likelihood detection criterion
where ( ) , and : in-phase and out-of-phase alignments hypotheses ( ( )) : probability density function of under ( ), ( )
Chip-level optimal (CLO) algorithm 6 6 Locally optimum (LO) detection criterion LO detector is optimum at vanishing signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) Quite good performance at low SNRs LO detector can be easily implemented in practical systems requires the inversion of matrix
Chip-level LO (CLLO) algorithm
where : a measure of SNR and : signal correlation matrix : the order of the first nonzero derivative of at 
If the fading fluctuation between two adjacent correlation samples is not very significant,
would be approximately phase aligned
Chip-level differential (CLD) algorithm Compared to
More sensitive to the fading rate, since the degree of phase coherence among depends on the fading rate Proposed Algorithms Proposed Algorithms CLD (
Detection Probability of the conventional and proposed algorithms ( 
Concluding Remarks Concluding Remarks
Various detection algorithms has been proposed based on chip-level processing for DS/CDMA code acquisition in fast fading channels CLO and CLLO algorithms Optimal and locally optimal performance However, need information on the fading statistics CLN and CLD algorithms Suboptimal performance However, simpler implementation
The proposed algorithms dramatically outperform the conventional algorithm as the fading becomes faster
